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Thrills, spills and a poignant like story I usually don't write 5-celebrity reviews because I don't
read them and We don't believe many people do. But I have to leave a 5-superstar for one of my
all period favorite books.I had never heard of Harlan Coben and happened to visit a signed copy
of the in a bookstore.! Worth the read for certain! :) This is one of those books that I keep
convenient and read over and over and again.... Holds your curiosity.. I am hardly ever shocked.
The closing of this book experienced me GOBSMACKED. It had been amazing. this is actually the
first book that ive read of harlan coben's and after reading it, im definitely thinking about
reading more! Kept me therefore interested with unpredictable twists and turns! Plus no vulgar
language or sex which was great. Made for an enjoyable easy beach read I thoughorlly liked!!
Ordered even more of his books!. I usually like his books but that one was exceptional. Harlen
Coben is easily the best storyteller, hands down. His stories are therefore exclusive and
intriguing. There is indeed much going on, but he blends everything together therefore
seamlessly, and even though the plot is CRAZY (in the best way possible), in addition, it sounds
very believable due to the effort Coben takes to fact check items in the character's professions.
He uses adequate terminology and jargon to create it feel as if a genuine doctor or lawyer (or
whatever professional) is certainly telling the story.. This one in particular was an edge of your
seat thriller; exactly what I'd expect of Harlen Coben :) seriously men, the story reads such as a
film!The story continues eight years later when the bodies of two thugs are found out close to
the lake. Transitions between individuals and plot twists are executed beautifully! Is she really
gone? Truthfully, totally shocked and surprised. Tell NO-ONE fit the bill. just like he said, this
book happens to be a web page turner. Great literature? I read it on 2 5hr plane rides and it
produced the air travel seem too short! It's a good, fast paced story that holds jointly. I am
certain it made an excellent movie. I am prepared to read The Stranger which is usually Harlan
Coben's latest launch. The one thing I didn't look after was the ending. That is my 1st novel by
Coben, but I'll definitely read more. Mostly told in first-person, the novel relates the aftermath
of a husband's lifestyle eight years after the murder of his wife when the neatly devised solution
begins to break apart. Addictive Coben's stand-only books are usually addictive which one is
preferable to the average. the author utilized the technique sparingly that makes it fairly
effective without having to be distracting.. While not entirely believable, the novel didn't talk to
me to entirely suspend faith in reality just to benefit from the story. It's the original Gone
Female, but doesn't have the nasty revenge thread for the plot. Perhaps not, but definitely
entertainment. THRILLING! Best thriller I've read in a long time One of the best thriller books I've
ever go through! my boyfriend recommended it after remembering it so well after reading it a
few years ago, therefore i knew it would be an excellent one especially since he's not really the
"reader type". The writing is mostly plot driven, not reliant on characterization or reflection as
many British thrillers are. i knocked it out in only 36 hours while working a complete time job
and taking care of everything else, i havent go through a book that made me dread putting it
down since FSOG! the reason i didnt give it 5 stars is because there were times in the reserve
when i experienced disappointed with the way the author made some of the "action scenes" in
the book AND i predicted the closing of the novel, aswell. It couldn't hold my interest or interest.
other after that those issues it was great! cant wait to read more! Fast Paced Story that Holds
Together This review is for the Bantam Dell reissue paperback edition, June 2006, 370 pages.
TELL NOBODY, first released in 2001, was on the USA Today top 150 greatest sellers list for 24
weeks between July 2001 and June 2006, reaching a peak placement of fifteen. Mr. Coben's
initial two books, Play Dead and Miracle Remedy, are collectables. Starting in 1995, he released
seven novels in the Myron Bolitar series about a Sports Agent sleuth. (Usually takes me about a



week per 450 pages! He recently published another Myron Bolitar story. All five of the
standalone thrillers and the newest Bolitar book have been on the USA Today top seller list.TELL
NOBODY starts with David Beck, in a prologue, recounting his close to death and the kidnapping
of his wife, Elizabeth, in a remote lake in NJ. Another winner by Coben. Therefore interesting,
and sooo very much going on, but by no means once does it experience confusing, or like the
author is jumping around an excessive amount of. The sheriff links the lifeless males to
Elizabeth's kidnapping and shortly the FBI thinks probably David, not KillRoy, killed her. Great
read.The plot continues with a cast of colorful characters and bit players, I counted fifty-seven in
all, and many twists and turns that usually do not require large leaps of faith (until the very end).
The plot is usually feasible, but overly twisty sometimes. The shift in viewpoint the author used
provides reader more information that Beck, the protagonist, did not have; If you're seeking to
be entertained, buy it. Standard Coben He's one of the best tale tellers in print, keeping you
guessing before last few webpages. He gets better with age group.. I wanted to read a
suspenseful, well-written book that had been well-edited. I highly recommend this read it'll
keep you guessing you will not put the book down. Did not disappoint! One of my favorite
authors, which story did not disappoint. As well cliche for me personally but otherwise a good
browse. It’s riveting! Several days later, his wife's body is discovered, apparently the victim of
KillRoy, a serial killer who is soon caught and eventually convicted of murder, although not
really Elizabeth's. Couldn’t place it down Amazing! So many twists and turns! I couldn’t place this
publication down! I purchased it just because it had been signed and the story looked good. As
typical with Coben’s character types, they have human flaws, which makes them even more
believable. Yes, I am THAT shallow.! Excellent. WOW!! One of his best tales. I couldn't place it
down. Amazing storyteller! TELL EVERYONE.. The end had a nice twist which neatly wrapped up
the various subplots. I like his style and the way he writes with some humor and current phrase
plays. I'll simply say that I read a lot. Took me over per month to total this novel. We were
holding accompanied by five stand-by itself thrillers you start with TELL NOBODY.) This was the
first (and last) time I've read this writer. It simply dragged and dragged. Holy Cow What a great
story!. With the numerous twists and unpredicted turns, it is impossible to put his books down! i
experienced a good feeling since 1/4 of the way through the reserve who was simply guilty and
in the end when the "bad guy" does what he does, i predicted that, as well. Wish you do
better!!Lots of others have got described what the publication is about. Then, David receives an
e-mail that suggests Elizabeth continues to be alive, and we learn that Elizabeth's father, a cop,
and his brother, a Federal Agent, identified Elizabeth's body, which was cremated. I really like
Cohen's writing style and turn of expression. Interesting plot and an instant read Well-plotted
action with likeable individuals makes this a straightforward but interesting read. Grabs you
from the git proceed and gives you a wild trip to the end. This woman didn't want to disappear.
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